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Introducing itsu



[itsu overview]

Asian inspired, restaurant quality ideas. Confident flavours and 
butterfly light recipes for an eat beautiful lifestyle.  

itsu restaurants  itsu [grocery]

LONDON → NATIONAL → INTERNATIONAL
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[we serve over 18 million customers a year 
in our restaurants]
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itsu [grocery] creates and bring restaurant-quality, Asian-inspired, innovative
food to supermarkets, wholesale, food service and online

innovation differentiation

2
[and over 11 millions shoppers through 
itsu grocery]



[incremental 
distribution] 

[national expansion] 

national 
appeal
34,796 

distribution 
points

growth across
all lines

11 new shops openings in 
2018, including regional 
locations & prestigious 

travel outlets

[incredible YoY grocery 
performance] 

+69%

itsu.com relaunched and the itsu TV YouTube 
channel launched 

itsu [grocery] turnover

[growing digital presence
& following] 

[the itsu brand continues to grow]



[grocery] product range overview

world foods/ instant hot snacks frozen snacks
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Supply Chain Management



• Introduction
•Supplier Management

–Supplier Risk Assessment
–Product Risk Assessment
–Supply Chain Mapping

•Food Fraud
•Vulnerability Risk Assessment

–Opportunities 
–Motivation
–Mitigation

•Challenges
•Conclusion

[Overview]



Recent global food fraud scandals have further highlighted the 
need to strengthen businesses abilities to mitigate against the 
risks of food fraud within their organizations and across their 
supply chain.

High profile cases have affected large segments of the food 
industry

– Sudan dye contamination of chilli powder 
(dating back to before 2003, with the latest 
cases in August 2016)

– Cumin spice contaminated by peanut 
(2015)

– Horsemeat contamination of beef (2013)

[Introduction]



Supplier Approval Procedure
– (SAQ, specifications, accreditations, approval audit etc.) 

Supplier Risk Assessment
– Type of supplier (manufacturer, co-packer, agent/broker,      

importer etc.)

– Type of product supplied (ambient, chilled, frozen)

– Region of manufacture (UK, Europe, Americas, Asia, Africa)

– GFSI Accreditation and performance

– Length of supply chain

– Volume of product supplied

[Supplier Management]



Product Risk Assessment 
– Raw material sourcing (supplier control)

– Process controls (HACCP, CCP, verification)

– Allergen controls and risk assessment

– Packaging/ labelling controls (sourcing, usage)

– No. of non-conformances/ customer complaints

Additional Considerations 
– Sustainability sourcing (traceability)

– SEDEX/ modern slavery

– Environmental standards

– Animal welfare standards

– Product claims (Organic, Vegetarian/ Vegan, PGO/PGI etc.)

[Supplier Management]



Supply Chain Mapping
Effective procurement, robust supplier approval and supplier 
management are core elements to minimising supply chain risks

In order to carry out an analysis of vulnerabilities and risks in the 
supply chain, it is necessary for a food businesses to fully 
understand all the parties involved in the processing, producing, 
storing and distributing of their raw materials, intermediate and 
finished products

Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 3

[Supplier Management]



Mislabelling
Expiry, origin, premiumising 
pink lady apple juice, Madagascan vanilla

Dilution
Watering down of product
Dilution of honey with cheaper alternatives

Concealment
Meat injected with antibiotics to conceal illness
Harmful food colouring applied to fresh fruit

Counterfeiting Copies of popular branded products

Substitution Sunflower oil partially substituted with 
alternatives

Unapproved 
enhancements Use of unauthorised additives (Sudan dyes in 

spices)

Theft/ diversion
Product taken or diverted without the company 
permission or knowledge

[Food Fraud]



When evaluating the vulnerability of a supply chain we have to consider 
3 major factors:

1. Opportunities

2. Motivations

3. Mitigations

OPPORTUNITIE
S

MOTIVATIONS

MITIGATIONS

VULNERABILITY 

[Vulnerability Risk Assessment]



[Opportunities]

• How complex is the supply 
chain of the product?

• How tamper proof is the 
product throughout the supply 
chain?

• How robust are the security 
measures along the supply 
chain?

• How easily can the 
adulteration be detected?

• What are the detection 
methods available?

• How many fraud incidences 
have been reported?

SOLID POWDER LIQUID

Single 
Ingredient

Multiple 
Ingredient

Multiple Ingredient
Complex

Lower Adulteration 
Opportunity

Higher Adulteration 
Opportunity



• Do attributes of the ingredient determine the value 
of the product?

• How would you describe the economic conditions 
of your direct supplier(s)? 

• How would you rate the corruption level of your 
suppliers (according to the Transparency 
International Corruption Perception Index)?

• Have any businesses within your supply chain been 
involved in criminal offences previously?

• How would you rate the level of competition of the 
raw material/ finished product provided?

[Motivations]



• Is it possible to reduce the complexity in the supply 
chain?

• What accreditations are held by the raw material/ 
finished product suppliers?

• What testing is conducted on the product at each 
processing stage?

• How extensive are the internal controls for 
traceability and mass balance?

• Is there an ethical code of conduct or guidelines in 
place and embedded in the suppliers practices?

• What contingency controls are in place from raw 
material to finished product manufacture?

[Mitigations]



• Lack of harmonisation within the 
industry

• Testing is expensive & time 
consuming

• Representative sampling

• Lack of transparency/ information 
sharing throughout the supply chain

• Sourcing suppliers and specific 
ingredients can prove difficult

[Challenges]



• Food fraud in the industry is 
unavoidable!

•A simple supply chain is a safe supply 
chain

• Build trust & transparency

•Use multiple approaches/ ‘hurdles’

• Be alert and aware

• Learn from the past

• Continuous improvement

[Conclusions]
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Thank you for listening


